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24 Responses in Comments Section:
I prefer outdoors spaced nicely. Or indoors small group. Miss seeing folks
The schools (ND/SMC) are too busy getting ready for students and will not provide any
assistance so we need to proceed independently.
With the current situation and age concerns I think I need to be prudent
My husband has comorbidities so I have to be very careful. Thank you.
I may have totally different answers to this survey in 3 months. I also think it would have been
helpful to know if the answers were from people in a vulnerable group or not.
I appreciate the questions. And, as you say, as time goes on opinions may change.
Each member must assume personal responsibility for attending any event of LNDSMC.
Thank you for thinking of surveying us!
I am a high-risk woman.
Indoors wearing masks and distancing
As long as we have enough space between us, I would come. Missing everyone!
I would assume 6 foot distance on outdoor or indoor meetings. Indoor space should be large
even with less than 5 meeting.
Outside would go up to 12
Life is uncertain. Any activity will depend on what the virus is doing.
very difficult times trying to plan group activities; everyone doing their best for the LND/SMC so
whatever is decided is fine with me. Thanks for all.
I no longer reside in the area, but asked to continue receiving the newsletter. I hope all are in
good health and pray this virus's scourge ends soon. Lucretia Costello

Things are just so fluid right now. Going on a hike would be OK, most other meetings, not so
much.
As you know, we in the afternoon book club have never stopped meeting , using Zoom all through
the quarantine. Any in person meeting would need to require masks and social distancing which
would make eating together difficult. But I do miss the larger body.
You can probably tell I’m an extrovert :) Thanks for thinking of our group!!
My decisions were based primarily upon my age ... 80+ I am in excellent health.
Look forward to hearing what others have to say! :)
1. Outdoor picnic @ one of local parks, appropriate spacing, bring own chairs/food/drink
2. Hiking, small group, distancing
3. Indoor museum tour (or other large space); 10-12 people max., distancing, masks
4. Singing & loud talking propels aerosols further, we should learn American sign lg?
5. Revisit guidelines in about 2 months, when RO number goes down, hopefully
I think it best to postpone many social gatherings until further notice given the current
circumstances.

